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Further Reflections on
'Some Pauline Pictures of the Church'
by D. R. Denton
In this briefnote Dr. Denton helpfully takes up an article by Dr. R. Y. K.
Fung t"n an earlz"er issue of THE EVANGELICAL QUARTERLY and shows the
frut"tJulness of his work by examt"nz"ng further conclusz"ons that flow from
the evidence whz"ch he collected on Paul's pz"ctures of the church.

A recent article in THE EVANGELICAL Q.UARTERLY was devoted to certain
aspects of the church in Paul. 1 The author focused on four descriptions of
the church, drawing out the meaning of each one for the apostle. By way
of conclusion, he summarized the distinctive contribution of each
image, 2 then drew attention to two foci - Christ and the Spirit - which
bind the various images together. 3
I should like to suggest that a further conclusion may be derived from
the material that was so clearly and helpfully surveyed. These four metaphors contain certain common features. Several truths are to be found in
all of them, or at least in three of the four. Therefore, along with the
variety that has been demonstrated (each picture has its own particular
contribution) and the central role of the two foci, I conclude that we can
grasp certain key-emphases in Paul's doctrines of the church. There are
elements that are so significant in his thinking that they reappear under
different images.
First, unity. Fung explicitly mentions the unity of the church in his
summaries of the significance of body and building. 4 The evidence is
found in 1 Cor. 10:17; 12:12f.; Eph. 2:21. To this may be added 1 Cor.
3:16, where the oneness of the church is demonstrated by the combination of plural subject and verb (este) and predicate noun in the singular
(naos theou). Unity is part, too, of Paul's understanding of the church as
people of God. In connection with the parable of the olive tree ( = the
people of God)5 it is pointed out that the root is Jewish while the grafted
branches represent Gentile believers (Rom. 11: 17 -24). There is one tree,
one people. All believers belong to it. Similarly, this element is depicted
in the continuity of the church with Israel which Fung portrays as one of
the two complementary aspects of the people of God. 6 Paul highlights the
church's continuity with Israel because of his strong conviction of the
unity of God's people. Finally, the unity of the church is reflected in the
bride imagery in so far as there is one bride, not several. Fung's language
'she is a whole "person" distinct from Christ'7 covers this aspect. In the
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passage in Ephesians 5 Paul consistently speaks of 'the church' (never in
the plural), where the one universal church comprehends all its members. The climax is in the mystery of the two who become one (vv.3lf.).
Like~Christ the Bridegroom, the church as bride or wife is one entity.
A second emphasis which is prominent in the metaphors of the chu~ch
is holiness or purity. In the article this was indicated for the building concept (I Cor. 3: 17), 8 but nowhere else. The same truth occurs, however, in
Eph. 5:26f. under the bride terminology. Reference was made to these
verses in terms of the church's eschatological destiny (v.27). But it may
fairly be added that the idea of holiness receives considerable stress in the
biblical passage. The following language is used to describe the bride:
'sanctify', 'cleansed', 'washing of water', 'without spot or wrinkle', 'holy',
'without blemish' - all in the space of two verses. Again, the church's
holiness is portrayed under the people of God imagery. Probably this is
implicit in the phrase itself, for as his people one of its responsibilities is to
be like him, that is, holy. While the clearest NT evidence of this concept is
I Pet. 2:9, the Pauline corpus depicts it too.
Initially, attention is drawn to 2 Cor. 6:16-7:1. To be sure, Fung has
used this when investigating Paul's building imagery.9 In fact it is a
further example of the coalescence of two images, for while Paul begins at
the point of the temple (,we are the temple of the living God', v.16), the
supporting quotation runs on to declare, 'I will be their God, and they
shall be my people'. Here the dominant idea is that of the people of God.
This in turn is the basis for the exhortation, 'Therefore come out from
them, and be separate from them, says the Lord, and touch nothing
unclean' (v.17). The apostle carries this further in h~s own conclusion,
'Let us cleanse ourselves from every defilement of body and spirit, and
make holiness perfect in the fear of God' (7:1). Therefore, while acknowledging that 'temple' is the starting point, and that two images are
coalesced, I propose that the dominant image in2 Cor. 6:16-7:1 is that of
the people of God and that the chief feature of this people is the necessity
of holy living. Secondly, Romans II depicts this concept in its claim that
'if the dough offered as first fruits is holy, so is the whole lump; and if the
root is holy, so are the branches' (v.16). Thirdly, this aspect of the church
is reiterated in Tit. 2:14,10 which declares the purpose ofJesus' death. He
'gave himself for us to redeem us from all iniquity and to purify for him8.
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Fung made no mention of this verse. In a previous article (,Charismatic versus
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self a people of his own who are zealous ~or good ~eeds'. This explicit
statement confirms the importance of punty or hohness as a characteristic and function of the people of God.
.
A third, and final, emphasis which is common to th~se .var~ous me.taphors is that the church is living and growing. The bUlldmg IS growmg
(Eph. 2:2lf.}.1I So is the body (Col. 2:19; Eph. 4:1.6).12 Similarly, it is
living, 'a living organic unity'. 15 In the cas~ of bnde and people t.he
element of growth is not explicit, 14 but by thelT very n~ture these de~cnp
tions depict the truth of a living being, a livin~ orgams~. T~e c~Olce ~f
language betrays Pilul's belief t~a~ t~e church IS pul~atm? wI~h hfe. It IS
no static, lifeless object. Rather, It IS vItal and throbbll~g WIt? lIfe, as these
two analogies, drawn from the sphere o~huma? relat~onshlps, portray.
So the conclusion is reached that umty, holIness, hfe and growth are
amo~g the central convictions held by Paul in h~ ~oct?ne of th.e ch~rch.
His different images of the church each make a dlstmctIve contnbutIon to
the total picture. Christ and the Spirit are the two foci that unite these
varying contributions. To these two assessm~nts, made by Fung, we add a
third. Unity, holiness, life and growth, whIch are common to ~he metaphors investigated, form the key elements in the apostle's teachmg on the
church.
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14 But the latter does encompass me ideas of the incorporation of additional branches mto
the olive tree (Rom. II :17,23,24) and the full number of Gentiles (1l:25).
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